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Volleyball and in particular the FIVB Volleyball World
League made worldwide headlines recently when
Italy hosted their clash with Poland in the spectacular
setting of the centre court at the Foro Italico Tennis
Centre.
Almost 11,000 fans packed the venue on a glorious
night to watch a thrilling match between two sides who
have a proud volleyball history and who will be aiming
to add to their titles this year at the World League and
later the FIVB Volleyball Men’s World Championship.
Of course there were some concerns before the match,
but they were things that the organisers had no
control of, most noticeably the weather. In the event
the weather was marvellous and it helped show off an
exceptional level of organisation, which reflects why
we have trusted the Italian Volleyball Federation with
the organisation of this year’s World League Finals and
the FIVB Volleyball Women’s World Championship this
year.

will become interested in our two sports and from
there volleyball and beach volleyball will grow and
expand in popularity.
As a Federation the FIVB needs to encourage such
innovative thinking and help national federations to
try new initiatives to promote volleyball and beach
volleyball.
Rome has shown the way and we can look forward
to seeing another similarly spectacular occasion when
the Men’s World Championship starts at the 58,000
National Stadium in Warsaw. Poland and Serbia are two
of the most passionate volleyball countries so should
provide a marvellously colourful backdrop to the start of
the World Championship.
Our sports are both in good health, but we cannot ignore
or overlook any ideas that may spread their growth and
popularity further. Rome was a great idea and executed
in magnificent fashion; I look forward immensely to
more of these spectacular events in the future.

We shouldn’t be overly surprised that so many people
wanted to take in this historic event. After all if we
think back to the 2011 FIVB Beach Volleyball World
Championships in Rome, the Foro Italico was also
packed to capacity for the men’s and women’s
finals and helped provide a glorious backdrop to a
spectacular event.
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These are exactly the types of events that we want
to see more of to help promote volleyball and beach
volleyball.
By hosting matches and tournaments in settings as
spectacular as the Foro Italico more and more people
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Australian volleyball fans enjoyed a double treat recently; not only were they able to
celebrate hosting the FIVB Volleyball Men’s World League matches between the hosts
and Finland at the AIS Arena in the capital Canberra; they were also able to enjoy the
sounds of recording artist James Blunt who provided the pre-match entertainment.
The matches represented the highest level of volleyball to be played in Australia since
the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games and they finished honours even after both sides
enjoyed a 3-2 win each.
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Italy and Poland light up
the Roman night sky
on unforgettable evening
Rome’s Foro Italico played host to a spectacular evening in the FIVB Volleyball World League when Italy hosted Poland.
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Nearly 11,000 fans packed into centre court of the Tennis Centre to

Even before the match got underway there was already electricity

witness the hosts beat Stephane Antiga’s Poland for the second time

in the atmosphere as the two teams warmed up. Earlier reports of

in three days and VolleyWorld looks back on an event in which the

potential rain were proving to be unfounded and the court staff,

play on court sparkled as brightly as the stars overhead.

many whom were local volunteers, busied themselves ensuring the
eventide dew would pose no problems to the players.

It was a night like no other as for the first time since the 1948
European Championship a competitive match was played outside,

Soon the 10,500 capacity began to fill, many of whom had

under the elements in Rome this time between Italy and Poland,

earlier enjoyed the start of the FIVB Volleyball Women’s World

respective hosts of the 2014 women’s and men’s FIVB Volleyball

Championship trophy tour and tournament presentation as well as

World Championships.

the celebrations for the 100 year anniversary of the Italian Olympic
Committee.

By the end of the match Italy had won a thrilling contest 3-1 (2521, 25-20, 15-25, 25-17), but among those present there was an

“I want to thank the Federation for having chosen Rome as the

overriding feeling that volleyball had been the real winner.

location for the World Championship trophy,” Andrea Scozzese,
the president of the Local Organizing Committee for the World

In 1980 and 1983 Brazil and USSR played in front of 90,000 spectators

Championship said.

at the Maracana Stadium in Rio de Janeiro and then in 1988 Italy
took on the United States, then Olympic and world champions at

As the teams entered through the narrow tunnel to the court,

the Arena de Verona. However, these were all exhibition matches,

the roar from the crowd could be heard across the river Tiber and

whereas in Rome there were vital World League points on offer for

through the city and Italy’s tricolore flag was displayed by fans on

the victors.

the eastern stand.
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Italy quickly responded to the crowd and raced into a two-set lead.

Captain Emanuele Birarelli added, “I’m proud of having been here

Poland then fought back in the third, but Mauro Berruto’s team re-

with nearly 11,000 people who chanted our names all match.”

took the initiative in the fourth and gave the majority of the watching
crowd the result that they had been craving ever since purchasing

Birarelli’s performance as middle blocked alongside Matteo Piano

their tickets for the event.

was one of the key factors in the Azzurri’s win, their seventh in a row.
Birarelli finished the match with an 85% spiking rate after scoring
with 11 from 13 to contribute 14 points. Piano meanwhile score five

“This evening is
unforgettable. I felt shivers
from the beginning to the
end. Those who enjoyed this
match will remember it until
the end of their lives.”
Mauro Berruto

winning blocks.
Ivan Zaytsev continued to be the idol of the crowd though and he led
scoring with 18 points, while his exceptional play around the court
in the first and fourth sets in particular bookended his side’s victory.
“I’ve never felt an emotion like this with this crowd at a home
match,” he said. “This night will remain with us forever.”
“It was the most beautiful evening of my life,” Dragan Travica added.
“I’m proud of having played such a match; we really felt the love of
the people.”
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Carvalho;
FIVB Board of Administration
back
andpaints
hungry
for more
medals
meeting
bright
future
for volleyball and beach volleyball
The FIVB Board of Administration had a busy few days in Lausanne shaping the future of volleyball and beach volleyball, but
One
of were
international
once
they
finished volleyball’s
all left withbiggest
a greatstars,
deal Jaqueline
of optimism.

one of the stars of the Brazil men’s team, one can only wonder

Carvalho is back to full fitness and eager to prove that

what impact young Arthur will have on the sport in future

VolleyWorld
looks
back oncolleagues
two days of
hard
discussion andyears.
what was achieved.
she and her
Brazilian
are
stillwork
the and
number
one team in the world; first at the FIVB Volleyball World
Grand Prix and then in the FIVB Volleyball Women’s

For now however, the attention is on Arthur’s mother and how

World Championship.

well her return to full fitness and action is going.

VolleyWorld catches up with the Brazil superstar after she made

There was certainly no hiding place for Carvalho in Montreux

an impressive return to action at the Montreux Volley Masters.

after coach Jose Roberto Guimares chose her to captain a
relatively inexperienced side on the banks of Lake Leman.

Jaqueline Carvalho holds a dazzling array of titles; Olympic
gold medals from Beijing 2008 and London 2012, three FIVB

“I’m so happy to play again for the national team,” Jaqueline

Volleyball World Grand Prix titles and one FIVB Volleyball Club

said ahead of the tournament. “I will try my best to help out

World Championship title, but there is still one title that she is

my team-mates. I am one of the most experienced players and

missing – the FIVB Volleyball Women’s World Championship.

it is my task to share this experience with my team.

The 30-year-old was twice on the losing side in World

“The Montreux Volley Masters is important for me and my

Championship finals and on both occasions to Russia. The first

team. It’s the first big tournament with strong teams. It’s

came at Japan 2006 and the second four years later when Russia

important to grow step-by-step and to be ready for the World

again returned from Japan with the World Championship title.

Championship.”

The Montreux Volley Masters didn’t quite go to plan as Brazil
finished the tournament in fifth after a 3-1 (19-25, 25-20,
25-11, 25-22) win over Japan rounded off their participation.
However, Ana Carolina Da Silva won the best blocker title and
it provided an early workout for Carvalho and her teammate
ahead of the World Grand Prix and World Championship.
“I could not train a lot for this tournament,” Carvalho said. “I
only had about a month to prepare and get back in form, but
it is such a great feeling that people have confidence in me.”
Carvalho’s absence came after she and her husband Murilo
Endres celebrated the birth of their son Arthur. As Endres is
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Ze Roberto’s team have been placed in Pool B at the World
Championship alongside Serbia, Turkey, Canada, Cameroon
and Bulgaria, with their matches taking place in Trieste in Italy’s
north-east.
Brazil have never won the World Championship; three silver
medals in 1994, 2006 and 2010 are their best ever results,
while in the World Grand Prix they will be out to win their tenth
title and defend the gold they won in 2013.
As such the pressure on Brazil to win both is likely to be huge,
but with the experience in the team Carvalho believes they
have the ability to handle it.
“There is always pressure on us because we won two
Olympic gold medals, plus we played and lost in two World
Championship finals,” Carvalho said.
“Nevertheless, I am confident that we can make it this time
as we are working hard as a team. We have a lot of young
players who are willing to improve themselves for the World
Championship.”
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MEN’S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
Excitement is growing among fans and athletes as the countdown

Cameroon and Venezuela. Brazil, Cuba Germany, Tunisia, Korea

to the FIVB Volleyball Men’s World Championship, Poland 2014

and Finland will battle in Pool B. Pool C will consist of Russia,

continues.

Bulgaria, Canada, Egypt, China and Mexico. Many of the teams
got a warm-up for the biggest men’s volleyball event of the year

The FIVB Men’s World Championship will begin in Warsaw,

during the 2014 FIVB Volleyball Men’s World League. USA took

Poland, in less than a month, continuing through September 21.

gold in the annual event, while Brazil took home silver and Italy

Qualifications for the elite event wrapped up with Puerto Rico

secured bronze.

claiming the last of the 24 spots in the championships. Puerto
Rico joins Italy, USA, Iran, France and Belgium in Pool D. Pool

The World Championships, however, will be anyone’s game, as

A is comprised of hosts Poland, Argentina, Serbia, Australia,

teams soon begin their battle for the brand new trophy.

PUERTO RICO: “SOTO-MAN” MAKES EXPERIENCE COUNT
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WOMEN’S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
On July 20, Mexico defeated Trinidad and Tobago in straight sets

tournaments held within the five FIVB Confederations (AVC,

(25-14, 31-29, 25-17) on home soil to earn the final ticket to the

CAVB, CEV, CSV and NORCECA).

FIVB Women’s World Championship in Italy from September 23
to October 12, where 24 teams are set to go head-to-head for

Defending champions Russia (WR 6) will begin their bid for a

the title in one of volleyball’s most anticipated events of the year.

third successive title when they take on Thailand (WR 12) in their
opening Pool C match of the Championship, scheduled to take

The host country Italy qualified automatically for the quadrennial

place in Verona, in the first of three phases of the quadrennial

event, while 23 teams have been determined through qualifying

tournament.

HISTORIC SUCCESS FOR MEXICO

SOCIAL MEDIA
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The FIVB Beach Volleyball World Tour moved on to Gstaad, The Hague, Long Beach and Klagenfurt in July, generating a great deal
of conversation on social media. Join the FIVB’s online community to share your thoughts and images with volleyball fans from
across the world. Fans can connect with the FIVB on the following social media accounts:

Ross/Walsh Jennings get gold on
home sand at #LongBeachGS

Mariusz Prudel & Grzegorz
Fijalek will win it!
Grow the Game! Worldwide.

Great beach volleyball from
Brazilians Fernanda & Lima at
#TheHagueGS

Good luck to @PhilDalhausser
& @SeanRosenthal who I got to
check in today. Rooting for you
to win #KlagenfurtGS! :)

CONFEDERATIONS
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AVC
Home joy for hosts in China
International Volleyball
Tournament
Hosts China maintained their undefeated record to beat Asian
champions Thailand and win the China International Women’s
Volleyball Tournament in Ningbo.
In the final match wing-spiker Zhu Ting scored a game-high
24 points as the Chinese won 3-0 (25-13, 25-12, 25-11). Zeng
Chunlei weighed in with 15 points and Yang Junjing added 10 as
China delighted their home fans.
“We know that Thailand were playing without some key players,
but we were just trying to do our best,” China coach Jenny Lang
Ping said. “I told my players to serve aggressively and pay more
attention to their defence and I think they did a good job.”

Read more online
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CAVB
Ugandan delight fans with
qualification for World Champs
Kathberth Malinga and Erias Isiagi shrugged off their status as the
youngest players at the CAVB U19 Beach Cup to qualify for the
FIVB Beach Volleyball U19 World Championships.
They were one of three men’s teams to qualify in Porto, Portugal
from July 29 to August 3 along with Namibia and Kenya,
while Namibia and Uganda will represent Africa following the
competition at Lido Beach in Entebbe, Uganda.
“The time I have been with them you can say they are perfect
for each other,” their coach Sam Meya said. “We need to have
strong minded and technically gifted players for the future; these
two can be that as we also search for other players.”

Read more online

CEV
First round of CEV Continental
Cup completed
After three consecutive weekends of action on the sand, the
1st Round of the 2014-2016 CEV Beach Volleyball Continental
Cup is now completed. The lineup for the 2nd Round has been
settled, while 16 national teams per gender have found their
way from the first round directly into the third.
Eight tournaments took place across Europe with a total of 34
national teams taking part in a competition where a place at the
Rio de Janeiro 2016 Olympic Games is the ultimate prize.
Aside from the places on offer in Rio, there is also the chance
for developing beach volleyball nations to enjoy a taste of
competitive action for the first time.

Read more online
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CSV
Argentina claim four-match
challenge with Brazil
Argentina took the spoils three matches to one when they took on
Brazil in a four-match challenge in the province of Mendoza.
The matches were part of both team’s preparations for the South
American Youth Championship, which will take place in Colombia
and which act as a qualifier for the 2015 FIVB Volleyball Men’s U19
World Championship.
Argentina won the first two matches; the first was a 3-1 (25-23,
22-25, 25-10, 25-19) victory at the Juan Ribosqui Arena in Maipu,
in which Juan Martinez top-scored with 15 points.

Read more online

NORCECA
Dominican Republic claim first
ever NORCECA Girls’ U18 title
The Dominican Republic claimed their maiden U18 NORCECA
Girl’s U18 title when they defeated defending champions USA
3-1 (25-14, 25-21, 20-25, 25-20) at Gimnasio Nacional in San
Jose, Costa Rica.
Massiel Matos was the Dominican Republic’s top scorer with 18
points and was followed by Natalia Martinez and Vielka Peralta
with 14 and 12 points respectively. Olivia Nicholson with 14
points and Kathryn Plummer with 12 points led the USA scorers.
“I’m very happy, we are making history,” Dominican Republic
captain Yokaty Perez said. “We prepared ourselves especially to
face USA, it was hard work and the result is a team effort; we
really played with our hearts out.”

Read more online

